
INTELLIGENT CHATBOT TECHNOLOGY FOR 
ESTATE AGENTS 

Increase efficiency, lower expenditure and reduce office 
administration time.

Allow tech innovation to be your competitive advantage.

The Syndeo Property Chatbot is an intelligent digital assistant. It allows 
clients to schedule property viewings, arrange valuations, report repairs 

and much more via messaging apps. It is available for an affordable monthly 
subscription fee with no long term contract or upfront capital costs.



MEET YOUR AI 
PROPERTY CHATBOT

Ease of 
communication

We prefer to talk to friends 
or family via platforms such 
as Facebook Messenger or 

WhatsApp. Allow your customers 
to communicate with your 

business in the same hassle-free 
way.

Always-on 24/7 
service

Provide support at any time 
of the day or night. If its 9pm 
on a Sunday evening and a 
prospective buyer wants to 

arrange a viewing, enable them 
to make the arrangements right 

there and then.   

Reduce administrative 
costs

8 out of 10 enquiries that estate 
agents receive are repetitive. 
Our chatbot can handle these 

and enable you to reduce costs 
or reassign staff to focus on what 
really matters. Let the bot do the 

grunt work!

Automate customer 
interactions

Our Artificial Intelligence 
enabled chatbot automates 

many common transactions. If 
necessary, the bot will engage a 
live agent to assist the customer 
and provide the agent with the 

full conversation history.

Manage staff 
workloads

Through intelligent routing and 
configurable workflows our 
chatbot can allocate queries 

directly to staff members based 
on their areas of expertise and 

knowledge.

Innovate to stay 
ahead

Roll out service innovation in 
a simple and undaunting way 

to compete with online agents 
who are trying to chip away at 
your sales and undermine your 

commission rates. 

Integration
What makes our chatbot truly 

special is that it integrates 
with market leading real estate 
management software including 

MRI to ensure your property 
management workflow is 

seamless and efficient. 

Increase Qualification
Our chatbots can interact in 

real time with users, it can dig 
deeper into what they want. This 

creates highly qualified leads. 
Our chatbot will not merely ask 
for a name and a phone number, 

promising a call back. It will 
capture everything you need.

Easy to configure
Enjoy total control and easily 

make adjustments to meet the 
evolving needs of your business. 
No need for specialised IT skills 
or to continuously spend money 

on software development.  



FIND OUT TODAY HOW SYNDEO CAN HELP YOUR 
BUSINESS

info@syndeo.cx

SYNDEO.CX


